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Overview
Speco Technologies is a family owned and operated video surveillance, audio, and accessories manufacturer. We pride ourselves in delivering the highest quality products to you, our customers; our extended family. Speco Technologies has developed this security hardening guide to advise and recommend on best practices for securing your Speco Technologies network based devices. These are our line of IP Cameras, DVRs, NVRs, Servers and networking equipment. By following our guidelines for securing your valuable equipment, you are also doing due diligence to protect yours and your end-user’s property and interest. As we are all intertwined in this age of digital highways, each one of us must take responsibility to preserve the safety and integrity of the highways by which we all we all depend on as our way of life and for our livelihoods.

The Physical Device
Security not only concerns threats from outside, but also threats from within.

Ventilation
Network devices should be contained within properly ventilated server or equipment rooms. An improperly ventilated area is the leading cause of degradation of electronic equipment leading to component failures and ultimately catastrophic failure of the equipment. Gradual degradation of components also leads to non-optimal performance of devices and its software resulting in increased risks of physical injuries and security breaches. Moreover, equipment and component failures are the leading causes of data loss. Please refer to each device’s product specification to obtain recommended operating temperatures.

Perimeter Security
The other aspect of the equipment room is perimeter security. Only authorized persons should be allowed to enter the equipment room. Secure the room with locked entryways. Outside electronic and smart devices such as notebook laptops, mobile/smart phones, digital probes and readers should not come in contact with any devices in the equipment room and if need be, only by
trained personnel. Probes, readers and other electronic devices can cause shorts in components. Devices such as laptops and smart phones need only to connect to a single device on the network via an Ethernet wired or wireless connection causing crippling software damage to all other devices on the network. A single device can spread harmful viruses like the Ransomware WannaCry causing irreparable damage. Therefore, the configuration and operation of devices in the equipment room should only be done by trained personnel. And last but not least, utilize your Speco Technologies video surveillance devices to monitor access.

Should a device be suspected of being in a state of failing due to any number of reasons, including software and/or hardware related ones, it should be immediately be disconnected from the network and moved outside of the equipment room where it can be evaluated, repaired or replaced trained personnel.

**Network Infrastructure**

Don’t take your network security for granted. Invest the time and effort into securing your network infrastructure. This is the most important step in protecting your investments from being breeched or sabotaged by criminals and hackers. We discussed securing the physical network devices in earlier chapters, but is it enough? It is not. Care and considerations must also be given to securing the software running on these devices by ensuring that one or more firewalls are enabled and their rules and filters have been properly configured. For decades, network device manufacturers have invested billions of dollars to evolve and improve security measures on their products to protect governments, businesses and consumers. And with new threats appearing every day, billions more are being invested. Whether a small, medium-size or enterprise level business, focus on security should be number one priority. It’s important to keep in mind that network infrastructures can be made up of many pieces of equipment from a single manufacturer or from a combination of many different manufacturers. Each manufacturer will have their own set of security recommendations and guidelines. Those guidelines should be followed and implemented in a timely manner. For Speco Technologies brand of network and video devices, the main
scope of this document is to ensure our end-users have all the necessary information to keep their Speco Technologies equipment secure and safe.

**Firewall**
All routers today have built in firewalls. This firewall is perhaps the most important tool for securing your network. The best firewall is not foolproof so long as there are bad people wanting to breach your network; however, it is your best option as a first line of defense. Behind the firewall and protected from the rest of the world are the rest of your network switches, appliances and Speco Technologies products.

It is normal for IP cameras, DVRs and NVRs to not have a built in firewall which is the reason for the importance of the primary router’s firewall. The primary router’s firewall not only filters communication from the outside world but it also directs and monitors communication between all devices in the network.

Network ports are individual channels of the network through which devices communicate with one another. The router is the gate keeper of all such ports and directs communication from one port to another.

**Network Ports**
There are a total of 65536 ports within a network and the router manages communication between all 65536 ports. However, most of the ports are locked down and only a selected few need be enabled. For every device on the network, there are certain ports which are assigned by default because they are commonly used ports for specific applications and should not be changed. Individual device’s configuration tools often allow the choosing of alternate port numbers to use but this is not recommended unless to avoid conflicts between devices. Again, this would be a task for trained network personnel. Take steps to secure non-essential network ports; those which are not needed to be opened in order for communication with other devices on the network. When network ports are needed to be enabled, it’s expected that all devices that are connected to those ports have implemented the necessary safeguards to deflect irrelevant data as well as thwart attempts to hack into the devices. Even so, each device manufacturer’s security recommendation should be given serious consideration and followed through for each device. As mentioned earlier, there are a number of so-called well-known network ports that are usually enabled and are necessary for all devices to establish communication.
Well-known ports can be normally enabled or disabled depending on needs and manufacturer’s discretion.

**Well-Known Ports**
- TCP 20 and 21 (File Transfer Protocol, FTP)
- TCP 22 (Secure Shell, SSH)
- TCP 23 (Telnet)
- TCP 25 (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol, SMTP)
- TCP and UDP 53 (Domain Name System, DNS)
- UDP 69 (Trivial File Transfer Protocol, tftp)
- TCP 79 (finger)
- TCP 80 (Hypertext Transfer Protocol, HTTP)
- TCP 110 (Post Office Protocol v3, POP3)
- TCP 119 (Network News Protocol, NNTP)
- UDP 161 and 162 (Simple Network Management Protocol, SNMP)
- TCP 443 (Secure Sockets Layer over HTTP, https)

Speco Technologies devices also require the following ports to be open and accessible:

**Speco IP Camera Ports**
- HTTP port: Default value is 80.
- RTSP port: Default value is 554.

**NX Series NVR Ports**
- TCP port: Default value is 37777.
- UDP port: Default value is 37778.
- HTTP port: Default value is 80.
- HTTPS port: Default value is 443.
- RTSP port: Default value is 554.

**HS/HT/NS/VT/VX Series DVR/NVR Ports**
- TCP port: Default value is 5445.
- HTTP port: Default value is 80.
- Audio Port: Default value is User Assigned + 1.
• IP Camera Setup through web viewer: Forward ports 59011 ~ 59254 to the NVR (NS only).

SecureGuard® Server Ports
• HTTP port: Default value is 80.
• Server Port: Default value is 7312.
• Video Port: Default value is server port + 1 (7313).

SecureGuard® Server Firewall
SecureGuard® Servers run a Windows based operating system which comes with its own firewall. The SecureGuard® Server is the only Speco Technologies device which has its own firewall. Although the SecureGuard® Server itself has a firewall, its firewall should not be used as a primary layer of protection. The SecureGuard® Server should be located behind a primary network router that has an adequate firewall as a first line of security. The SecureGuard® Server’s firewall serves well as a second line of protection.

Username and Password
Every device on the network is password protected and preconfigured at the factory with a default username and password. Speco Technologies devices are no different. They are assigned a default username and password at the factory which is only used to gain access to the devices for initial setup and configuration. However, these passwords offer virtually no protection if they are not changed to strong passwords. Assigning strong passwords from the onset greatly minimizes the risk of someone being able to gain access and sabotaging the devices. It’s important to note that default usernames and passwords for any device albeit Speco Technologies or other brands are widely published on the internet and are easily searchable with a few simple keywords. For example, Google “ip camera password” and topping the list of results is this web site which lists common default username and passwords for practically every manufacturer of IP video cameras.

Strong Passwords
Passwords that are considered strong contain all of the following elements:
• 12 or more characters.
• 1 or more lower case letters
• 1 or more upper case letters
• 1 or more numbers
• 1 or more special characters (ie. *,!,&)
• Does not contain common words

It is also important to change passwords every 3 months and not reuse any passwords that have been used in the past.

**IP Cameras, DVR, NVR Default Username/Password**
In most cases, the following are the default administrative login credentials:

- Username: “admin”
- Password is “1234”

The password should be changed to a strong password at initial startup.

**SecureGuard® Default Username/Password**
SecureGuard® leaves the factory with 3 pre-defined users and 3 different login credentials with each having an administrator, a user and a guest role. Please refer to the SecureGuard® User’s Guide:

**Administrator:**

- Username: “admin”
- Password: “admin”

**User:**

- Username: “user”
- Password: “user”

**Guest:**

- Username: “guest”
- Password: “guest”
Software/Firmware Updates

IP Cameras, DVR, NVR

It’s good practice to ensure that every device on the network is running the most updated software and firmware available. This should be done on a regular basis. As new security threats emerge, manufacturers are continually implementing safeguards within their software to protect their devices from such threats. This is why it’s good practice to continually check for new updates from the manufacturer’s web site. The latest Speco Technologies IP Camera, DVR and NVR firmware can be found on our web site: www.specotech.com. From our web site, find your IP Camera, DVR or NVR web page from our “Find Product” web page or enter the model number in our web site search tool and click “Go” to locate your camera.
At the middle of the camera web page, click on the “Software Downloads” tab and the latest firmware available for download will be listed.

Download the firmware and follow the firmware update instructions in the camera’s user guide to apply the new version.

**SecureGuard® Server**

With SecureGuard® server version 2.2 and newer, when enabled, the server will check for new software updates on a daily basis at the administrator’s specified
time. We recommend leaving this auto update feature on if the server is connected to the internet and can reach Speco Technologies’ software update server. However, in situation where the server does not have internet access, the auto update feature can be disabled and a “Check Now” button is available to allow the administrator to manually check for software updates whenever an internet connection is present. If an update is available, the latest Windows and Mac SG installer files will be downloaded automatically. After the download is completed, a gear icon will be displayed in the lower right side of the Configuration Tool and an administrator’s Client notifying them that an update is ready to be installed. Please refer to the SecureGuard® User's Guide for in-depth instructions on updating the server’s software. All SecureGuard® servers running software version 2.1 and older must be updated to the latest version in order to take advantage of the auto software update feature along with other new features and improvements.

**PCI Security Requirements**

The past few years saw an explosion in the use of digital data to handle money transactions, from debit cards to now Apple Pay and Google Wallet. As part of this growing trend, protocols were established and enhanced to protect this data from those who would seek to exploit it.

A group of transaction processors got together and formed an industry group. They named themselves the Payment Card Industry (PCI). This group put together a series of protocols to follow for securing the storage, transmission and processing of data that includes payment information (i.e. credit cards, debit cards, gift cards, etc).

Speco Technologies’ DVR, NVR and video servers are specifically designed to only use and process either proprietary information or ONVIF protocols to record and transmit video and audio data. With this, requirements for PCI Security have mostly been met. What is required from the user when placing a Speco DVR into a network that will transmit and receive PCI data is the following steps:

- Disable user accounts in the DVR that will not be used.
- Change the passwords of the user accounts that will be used for video/audio access.
The Fight Against Cyber-Attacks

Speco Technologies is taking the lead in fighting Cyber-Attacks in the Video Surveillance Industry. We are working toward UL 2900 certification with all our video surveillance products and software.

We are proactively working with Underwriters Laboratory (UL) to obtain a UL 2900 certification for all of our video surveillance products and software. In April 2016, UL launched its new Cybersecurity Assurance Program to assess software vulnerabilities and weaknesses, minimize exploitation, address known malware, review security controls and increase security awareness. Based on UL testing, we have improved the cyber posture of our cameras, recorder, and SecureGuard® VMS and are working closely with their team to get our products UL 2900 certified.

Speco Technologies is aware that cyber-attackers are becoming increasingly sophisticated and is proactively working toward safeguarding the privacy and security of our customers. Speco Technologies' President, Todd Keller, stated “By identifying vulnerabilities, we are able to alleviate those risks and work with our product development team to continue to innovate and manufacture more secure products to stay ahead of any possible cyber-attacks.”